
 

 

 

 

OTBVOA Committee Meeting 

Minutes : 18 hrs UK time 24 June 2020 
Present :   
Charles de Haan 
Vladimir Ushakov 
Richard Weakley 
Sandie Wilkinson 
Patrick Slevin 
Larisa Kuznetsova 
Chris Le’Carpentier 

Update on last actions: 

1) Richard Weakley to contact Steve Lashley re. debt collection: advice given similar to RW’s plans. 
 

2) Charles de Haan to ask NSPS for video/photos of office and area (following negative comments on 
appearance) Photo taken, appearance OK could be better, cleaner now daily. 

 
3) Charles de Haan to raise issue of Facebook posts, reactions and tone of voice with NSPS. NSPS now 

ignoring negative posts, thanks to Sandie’s interventions. 
 

4) Committee Secretary to deal with additions of minutes to Karar Defteri. Done, ready for signing by 
committee when flights resume. 

 
5) Pat Slevin to contact Megaron the original architect and list clauses from SAP & gather info on local 

council and government regulations: CdeH in touch with Megaron Design & Build, shared replies with Pat 
Slevin. 
 

6) Committee members to invite and recruit assessment volunteers (‘zone champions’) in the next week: 
Facebook post received no responses. 

 
7) Committee to identify and contact the owner of apartment in which Touseef Nawaz is living: RW 

established it’s Ray Khalid; RW in contact. 
 

8) Pat Slevin to discuss with Mike Diplock area Pool 5: report and photos obtained, sent to committee. 
 

Main Agenda June 24 2020 

1) Financial Update 

Richard Weakley : Cash flow very poor – currently £50 – site insurance paid, water bill paid, however new bill in 
from NSPS Ltd – not paid at present. 
Loans required from committee members if we are to pay bill outstanding due end of next week. 
 
a) NSPS Ltd need to keep better records re. expenditure, monies are being spent and we do not know in precise 
enough detail on what. No question of any wrong doing, just improve procedure and record keeping.  
 
b) Questions re adding interest to payments overdue? General committee feeling is yes, but not to Russians at 
the moment re. many with Sberbank that has no international transfer capability, etc. Committee feel owners 
need a clear view and statement re. why interest is being charged on some bills but not others. 
 
c) 160 owners have paid, 8 new ones.  
 
d) NSPS Ltd to start chasing payments as promised. Richard Weakley to do a detailed report on who has paid. 



 

 

 

 
Valdimir Ushakov : Signals that money back from Resco to Russian community – payments will start to be 
made, especially re those living on site.  However complaints re very high bank charges etc. again. Re. meeting 
with NSPS Ltd. and Russian owners led to a misunderstanding re. the amount of the Electricity bill for pools & 
desal. They said it was £6K which is a lot higher than Resco advised they paid.   
Richard Weakley : This is an error, the bill will be more like £3K.  Confirmed we have yet to receive an actual bill 
from Kibtek. 
Charles de Haan : Nigel and Arina needed to produce the minutes of the meeting between the Russians and 
themselves.  Also they then need to add a correction re the electricity bill to avoid confusion. 
 
 

2) Increasing Proxy Votes 
Chris Le’Carpentier:  All owners need to be encouraged to organise their Proxy Votes. 
A proxy vote will give all owners, wherever they are when an AGM is held, their democratic right of a voice and 
importantly a vote in the running and management of their Turtle Bay Village. 
Chris will work on a draft for a Facebook Post, Charles de Haan to ascertain the current Proxy vote situation, in 
order to avoid duplication, and to confirm the procedures for owners to create their proxy votes. 
 
 

3) NSPS Ltd performance so far 
Larisa Kuznetsova & Vladimir Ushakov:  The meeting between the Russians and NSPS Ltd. went very well and 
the Russians are now feeling a lot more comfortable with the progress of NSPS Ltd. There were some 
concerns re. the costs of minor repairs and plumbing quoted by NSPS Ltd. Expertise of their ground staff 
raised. 
Committee members are keen to point out that owners do not have to use NSPS Ltd. for repairs, they can use 
any maintenance person they want. Any qualified company/person is free to quote and do work on site.  The 
only requirement is that owners need to give 24 hours notice to NSPS Ltd., and work persons need to report to 
the NSPS Ltd. office and advise that they are on site and at which apartment. 
Patrick Slevin: working with NSPS Ltd. re working schedule, very enthusiastic about work and the important of 
schedule but difficult to get Nigel to put information in writing. Also they use all different email addresses, we 
need to be able to have a clear thread of communication, one email address. The Site has been zoned on the 
diagram/map of TBV and by showing the comparative progress, hopefully this will help owners understand 
where work is being done on a weekly, monthly basis (CdeH to action for next newsletter). 
Charles de Haan: Subject of Neighbourhood Watch scheme was raised again, however following the Facebook 
post re. the subject there were no volunteers from the owners living on site. However Charles de Haan with 
help from Chris Le’Carpentier will continue to investigate what is required in order to set up such a scheme. 
Sandie Wilkinson: reminds committee that NSPS Ltd. are still only 3 months in the position and less than two 
months on site, taking over after/during COVID-19 pandemic, so they do need to be given time and 
consideration for this. 
  
General feedback from all committee members is the passion and enthusiasm from NSPS Ltd is 
commendable, however communication and basic admin skills and procedure need improvement. Sandie 
Wilkinson will tackle this subject with Donna Wallington and mentor her. 
 
 

4) AOB 
 
1) Committee members and any outstanding Resco accounts.  

Chris Le’Carpentier has a small outstanding amount, however waiting for confirmation on what it is for, 
before settling payment. 

2) External Changes Procedures. 
Patrick Slevin: Has identified clauses relevant from the SAP which need to be published to owners. Tried to 
contact Megaron however advised out of business, but subsequent investigation seems to indicate they 
are still going. We have been in touch with several owners who are in breach on the alterations front and 
we not getting forward – mainly due to previous 10 years of no policing on the subject. Vladimir mentioned 
a Russian owner that has made alterations on their patio area, essentially privatising a public area 
enclosing the electricity meters etc. We need to have this area photographed in order to approach them. 
NSPS Ltd to action? 



 

 

 

 
Richard Weakley: We need legal advise on what action we can take against owners. However money is a 
problem. 
Charles de Haan: Suggests Seear Estate Agents may be able to get views and reports from other 
independent Estate Agents on the Saleability situation on TBV, this might be a way of impressing on 
owners the importance of the integrity re. design and appearance on site, and to property values.  

3) Notice Boards: Tim Langman to discuss with Nigel at NSPS Ltd, need to stress the urgency re this. 
Secretary to chase. 

4) Communication of Minutes: E-shot to owners with a link to the minutes on the website is fine. 
5) Resco/Rotec letter etc.: Boyra Law is dictating on the timing. 
6) Maintenance schedule: Committee in agreement that the new zoning map and corresponding schedule list 

detailing weekly work plans are positive. However they will need regular updates as unplanned leaks delay 
things, and scheduled tasks can change on a daily basis. Key to monitor and let owners see impact of 
delays this. Re. map, Charles de Haan will speak with Mark Duval on what can be done visually and how 
and where owners can view it. 

7) Chris Le’Carpentier touched on the subject on new virtual meetings with owners and committee members.  
Lots of new software and it may be a good way to chat and talk with owners.  

8) OTBVOA email addresses: All committee members to have a new OTBVOA email addresses, following 
general agreement for OTBVOA business. Charles de Haan to sort. 

 
 
The chairman closed the meeting. 
 
 

Actions : 
1) Charles de Haan to speak to NSPS Ltd. re written details of meeting with Russian owners plus correction re 

predicted bills for electric. 
2) Richard Weakley to produce a Payment List on all owners for NSPS Ltd. 
3) Chris Le’Carpentier to produce a draft on the importance of owners having their own proxy votes in place. 
4) Charles de Haan to sort out the procedure for creating a Proxy Vote, 1) if out of the TRNC and 2) if present 

in the TRNC. Also establish current number of proxy votes held. 
5) Chris Le’Carpentier & Charles de Haan to investigate procedures re Neighbourhood Watch Scheme for 

TBV. 
6) Sandie Wilkinson to talk with NSPS Ltd. and Donna Wallington re. admin and procedure. 
7) NSPS Ltd. to identify and photograph the Russian owners’ apartment with regard to privatising the area 

containing electric meters.  
8) Charles de Haan to speak with Nigel Seears re. independent report from local Estate Agents on current 

saleability at TBV. 
9) Charles de Haan to ask Mark Duval for help with a visual zoning map detailing work schedules. 
10) Secretary to chase NSPS Ltd. and supplier on notice boards. 
11) Chris Le’Carpentier to investigate possible online forums & meetings.  Is this something we can use to 

communicate with owners eg. with Q&A sessions. 
12) Charles de Haan : OTBVOA email addresses for all committee owners. 

 


